Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Trabzon Uzungol Tour
Uzungol

PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€ 35 € 35

1 days

23917

ITINERARY
Day 1 : Daily Trabzon Uzungol Tour
Lunch Included
We will pick up from your hotel.Being a natural dam formed by the closure of the river bad as a result
of landslides . Uzungöl lake is almost charming people w?th its beauty and unique scenery . Uzungöl is
one of the most important tourism centers of both the region and Turkey, whose star has shined
recently, and it is a special sanctuary for those fleeing from the stress and chaos of the city.
Accommodation, food and drink facilities are located in center of Uzungol . There are plateaus and a

few crater lakes between 1500-3000 metres in the South mountains of the region. Resting facilities,
hiking, plant inspection, angling and bicycle tours are also available.
Departing at around 9am, the tour arrives in Uzungol after a 1.5-hour drive passing by unforgettable
views along the way. The houses in the village of Sherah blend harmoniously into the landscape,
resembling chalets made of wood with red tile roofs. A couple of hours’ free time is given in Uzungol
to explore before lunch. Afterwards, you have more time to walk around the lake before leaving from
Trabzon.After the tour return to the hotel.
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we would like to see you in the future in one of our tours
again. Have a nice trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
1 lunch
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided Daily Trabzon Uzungol Tour

Excludes
Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates
25 December, 2020 - 31 March, 2022

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

